
 

 

 
 
 
GoPro Dual HERO System Stereoscopic Workflow  
 
The Dual HERO System only works with HERO3+ Black Edition cameras.  The 
HERO3+ Black Edition cameras in this kit are reserved solely for stereoscopic use as a 
synced 3D pair. There are HERO4 and HERO5 GoPro cameras available in the FV 
cage for single camera shooting. 
 
GoPro employee Abe Kislevitz provides a good overview of key technical aspects of the 
original HERO3, and new features of the HERO3+ in the following posts on his personal 
pages: 
 

Understanding Your New GoPro [HERO3 Black Edition] 
 http://abekislevitz.com/understanding-your-new-gopro/  

New Features of the HERO3+  
 http://abekislevitz.com/whats-new-with-hero3plus/ 
 
User Guide 
 http://cbcdn1.gp-
static.com/uploads/product_manual/file/348/DualHeroSystem_UG_ENG_REVD_WEB.p
df 
 
 
SOME NOTES: 
 
The notes below are taken from the following GoPro page on the use of the Dual HERO 
System (see the whole page for the complete article). 
 
 https://gopro.com/support/articles/dual-hero-system-workflow-setup-and-
recording 
 
NOTE:  As of September 22, 2016, version 3.03 of the software was loaded on the 
cameras and should still be current.  If you find that it is not current please inform 
the FV Cage who will update it.  DO NOT ATTEMPT TO UPDATE THE CAMERA 
SOFTWARE YOURSELF AS THIS COULD POTENTIALLY BRICK THE CAMERAS 
RENDERING THEM UNREPAIRABLE.  
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Preset Optimum Camera Settings 
 
We have preset the camera settings at the FV Cage for optimum stereoscopic movie 
making. You should not need to change them, however if for some reason you do, 
please return them to the settings listed below so that the next person using the system 
will start out with the expected optimal settings. 
 
Camera Settings: 
• RES: 2.7K 
• FPS: 30 
• FOV: Medium 
 
Capture Settings: 
• UP (up arrow) 
• Spot Meter: OFF 
• Protune: ON 
• White Balance: CAM RAW 
• Color: FLAT (log curve) 
• ISO Limit: 1600 
• Detail: Medium 
• Exposure Compensation (EV) -0.5 
 
Camera Setup:  
• Default mode on power up: MOVIE 
• 1 Button: OFF 
• PAL/NTSC: NTSC 
• On Screen Display (OSD): ON 
• LED’s used: 4 
• Audio Beep Level: 100% 
• Power OFF: Manual 
• Date and Time: Current Date (MM/DD/YY and Time (HH:MM 24hr format) 
 
David Newman, Senior Director of Software Engineering at GoPro, and the person 
responsible for the development of 3D GoPro technology, discusses the advantages of 
Protune and his personal preferences as an experienced insider on his personal blog 
(not an official GoPro site):  
  
 http://cineform.blogspot.com.au/2014/03/protune-20.html 
 
 
How to Record 
 
For all modes, the shutter button will start and stop recording for both cameras when 
connected via the sync cable. The mode button will change the modes of both 
cameras. The Dual Hero System may take an extra second or two when the 
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recording stops to save both recorded files to both SD cards, and maintain sync.  
 
We recommend giving the Dual Hero System some extra buffer time between 
recordings. (2-5 seconds) You will know when the Dual Hero System is ready 
when both cameras’ file counters are present. 
 
All recordings with the Dual Hero System will start and stop in perfect sync and unison. 
Anything out of sync can be considered an error. If a sync error occurs, both 
camera’s recordings will stop and “sync error” will be shown on the camera’s 
LCD screen. 
 
 
Using the Dual HERO System with Wi-Fi 
 
You have the ability to use the Dual Hero System with Wi-Fi.  Remember that you are 
only using the master camera (right) Wi-Fi. The slave camera (left) Wi-Fi will not 
be used. All of the commands, operations, and instructions are controlled by the 
master camera. The slave is simply along for the ride.  
 
With the GoPro App for iOS and Android devices, the user interface will be the 
same except for displaying additional info for the second camera. You will see 
additional battery info, SD card info, camera name info, and record time info for both of 
the cameras in the Dual Hero System. You will need to have GoPro App v.2.3 or 
higher installed in your iOS or Android device for use with the Dual Hero System. 
The process of pairing the Dual Hero System to a remote or the GoPro App is identical 
to the process when only using one GoPro: 
 
 
HERO3+ GoPro App Pairing Process 
 
1. Power ON your camera. 
2. Press the small Wi-Fi button on the left side of the camera as the lens is facing you. 
3. Press the small Wi-Fi button again and look at the camera’s LCD screen to see the 

Wi-Fi menu. Now press the Shutter button. 
4. Press the camera’s front Power button to highlight “GoPro App”. 
5. Press the camera’s top Shutter button to select “GoPro App”.  
6. In your smart phone or tablet’s Wi-Fi Network settings menu, connect to the camera’s 

Wi-Fi network. You should find the name of your camera listed in your available 
Wi-Fi networks for you to select. For stereoscopic use only the right camera 
needs to be paired ). The appropriate camera name for the GoPro App on iOS 
and Android devices is DUAL_RIGHT.  The correct password is: CalArts_R  

7. Once connected to your camera’s Wi-Fi network, open the GoPro App on your phone 
or tablet. 

8. Tap “CONNECT + CONTROL”. You can now control your camera with the app. You 
can use the image to frame static shots before recording however once you 
record, the screen will go black until you stop recording. 



 

 

 
Editing  
 
GoPro makes it relatively simple to edit stereoscopic content via their free GoPro Studio 
software.  One aspect not covered in their tutorials is that it is possible that the file 
numbers from the left and right cameras may not start with the same numerical count 
(i.e. you would expect the initial left and right images to be 3D_L0001.MP4 and 
3DR0001.MP4 (they will actually start at a higher number reflecting how many images 
have been shot since a software update reset the numbering record). More importantly 
if the cameras were ever used independently of the sync cable they could actually end 
up being any range of offset file numbers such as something like 3D_L1013.MP4 and 
3D_R1042.MP4)  
 
This issue is caused by GoPro’s accumulative numbering system for each camera.  The 
system is designed to prevent the accidental overwriting of files saved to disc and there 
is not a simple way to reset a cameras file counter to zero.  Our Left and Right 
cameras have been set with matching file number sequences in the FV Cage.  If 
previous users have only used the cameras in master/slave mode then the counters will 
have remained in the initial numerical relationship set up in the cage. Please take care 
not to shoot with a single camera (there are other GoPro cameras available in the 
cage for single camera shooting). Always shoot with the sync cable connecting the 
two cameras as this will retain similar sequential file numbers and make loading left and 
right pairs into 3D editing software easier. 
 
 https://gopro.com/support/articles/dual-hero-system-workflow-working-with-
gopro-studio 
 
The stereoscopic editing workstation located at the entrance to F105 has Dashwood 
Stereo3D Toolbox installed which works as a stereoscopic 3D grading and mastering 
plugin for Adobe After Effects and Premiere. This plugin allows for a wider range of 
control over editing the 3D image than that provided by GoPro Studio.  One essential 
function is the ability to create animated dynamic floating stereo windows as a means of 
eliminating the conflicting perceptual depth cues inherent in horizontal window 
violations. 
 
http://www.dashwood3d.com/stereo3dtoolbox.php 
 
 
Additional Notes 
 
The Gopro Dual Hero 3D Thread that Barry C. started at the Wetpixel site contains 
some useful pointers for underwater work: 
 
 http://wetpixel.com/forums/index.php?s=da6100b48dc5911449497390e3eb6cd1
&showtopic=55553 
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